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R!Pt.VTO 
ATIENTIOHOF 

MCXN-PM 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY 

550 PDPE AVENUE 
FORT LEAVENWORTH KS 66027-2332 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: MOLD IN THE ENVIRONMENT 

20 Novemeber 2007 

1. In accordance with the guidance of the Munson Army Health Center (MAHC) Commander, 
based on Great Plains Regional Medical Command recommendations, mold sampling will not be 
performed, due to its universal prevalence in the environment, unless there is a medical directive 
to do so. 

2. Circumstances: 

a. Mold is ubiquitous in the environment and therefore will be found both indoors and 
outdoors. 

b. Most buildings tested for mold, unless they are specially designed to keep molds and other 
particulate matter out (for example, a hospital's operating room), would produce positive test 
results because, again, the mold is everywhere. 

c. Most people, allergic and non-allergic alike, will test positive to some kinds of molds and 
pollens because of its natural prevalence in the environment. 

d. The only real concern is when someone has a medically documented suppressed immune 
system (for example, organ transplant patients, chemotherapy patients, etc.) or a medically 
documented moderate-severe allergy to one of the molds. In instances such as these, it may be 
necessary to perform testing to determine if mold levels in their environment are elevated. 

e. At this time, there are no Environmental Protection Agency or Indoor Air Quality 
standards or regulations on mold in the indoor environment. 

3. Recommendations: 

a. Mold requires a source of water in order to grow (for example, a leaking ceiling, 
foundation, or broken plumbing). If you fix all leaks and remove the source of the water, you 
will stop the mold. 

b. If you see mold, clean it up. For hard surfaces, soap solutions or commercial cleaning 
products are effective cleaners. A mild bleach solution may also be used (no more than one cup 
of bleach in one gallon of water). For fabrics, a simple washing is often effective, although 
staining frequently occurs. 
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SUBJECT: MOLD IN THE ENVIRONMENT 

c. It is recommended that regular preventive maintenance be performed on all HV AC 
systems regularly (for example, cleaning drip pans, changing of filters, etc.). DPW can perform 
a more thorough cleaning of the HV AC system if mold problems persist. 

4. If you see mold and are still concerned, call the MAHC Preventive Medicine department with 
your questions at 913-684-6533. 

5. The POC for this MFR is the undersigned 

Environmental Science Officer 

DISTRffiUTION: 
B 
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Memorandum For Record 9May2008 . 

SUBJECT: Unlabeled Chart Received from L T-on 9 May 2008 

1. On 9 May 2008, LT-provided the Unlabeled Chart to Karl Gibson. I asked L T 
-what this was? LT-stated that this to my questions 
I provided in February 2008. 

2. LT-stated that ifl had any questions, I needed to provide them to him latter. 

3. POC is undersigned 

~;;z -6tfL_ 
Karl Gibson 
GS-1 1, Industrial Hygienist 
USAMEDDAC _(; 

======================================= 
Received by----------- Date ________ _ 

KG #32 
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You were instructed to revise/update the I AR 40-11; AR 40-

I II testing" I Leavenworth Industrial Hygiene 503 
has been Implementation Plan (!HlP) by 15 FEB 

2008. You have failed to meet that 
requirement. In the IHIP you were to 
schedule prioritized tasks Composed of 
primarily surveys {e.g., workplace 
evaluations and monitoring). The UUP 
would include the sampling strategies to 
be accomplished to perform a 
comprehensive industrial hygiene {IH) 
survey for a specific work environment. 
Once approved by the supervisor, you 
have been instructed to implement the . 
IHIP in accordance with the 
prioritization scheme. Prioritized 
activities which are beyond the resource 
or manpower capabilities wiH be 
annotated. Management will help you 
decide what corrective action(s) need to 
be initiated to meet the IH Program 
requirements. 

You are encouraged to complete the 
revision of the IHP within I 0 working 
days. The IHlP is a schedule of 
prioritized tasks composed primarily of 
IH field surveys (e.g., workplace 
evaluations and monitoring), but should 
also include scheduling of other 
functions, such as program development 
and administrative duties. M 
GPRMC Regional!H Program Manager 
spent one-on-one time with you 19-22 
FEB 2008 addressing your issues and 
concerns with regard torn program 
development and the !HIP. 

tracking log J You have been provided examples of 
I ~.{!'"·:·-

tracking logs over the past 12 months. ;"'~1 

011 
You are encouraged to develop/adopt a 

...) ~ 
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APPENDIX B ·Tracking Log. 

Deficiencies can be tracked through 
DOEHRS-JH once the infonnation has 
been entered. 

2. INDUSTRIAL 
HYGIENE SURVEYS 

You are expected to perfonn IH I. What kin of surveys are 
hazard assessments surveys each !hese to be? ince any air 
month on work sites maintained on samples are uhibited? 
Fort Leavenworth. Since anyn e, v~ntilation 

or other mea renients are 
prohibited? 

2. Is it relat toone the Reference Master Scheduler module in 
DOEHRS·ll 'terns? DOEHRS-IH. 

3. Is it lAW yjob 
description? ~nd if so, how 
did the folio up (details) 
paragraphs c mply? 

4. Is it lAW A Paro 40- Absolutely. Clear, concise, accurate 
503 in Para! ph4-4. and prompt reporting is required under 
Survey freq ncyond the guidance provided in DA PAM 40-
scope? 503. 

i::I\.006N:'itil}iltiiti!s)i0ii"'ie; it 
appears tltatyolli ii~ve'noi fully 
considetei!Mtthe·pi(igciin elem~ntii 
aoiihed"iliilitordiictissed"in:DA'PAM 
~0,503~~'!b~·excerpfi·that you cite·ai:e 
iiitoin\i~iecaiid do nilt capl1Hi: the filii 
hitentof-th~·'instriiction. 
There is an annua1 requirement to 
review aU work processes within your 
program office based upon shop 
priority. 
The Industrial Hygiene Program 
document will outline the survey 
prioritization scheme. Prioritized 
activities which are beyond the resource 
or manpower capabilities will be 
annotated. 

5. lsit!A\1 PAParn40- DA PAM 40-503 Paragraph 4-8 a. stares 
503 in Para ph 4-8. "health hazard evaluations are the 
Purpose and .cope? foundation· on which the OH is built". If 

ll ---
/ .... ' 

~ \I i I 
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fail. 

6. IsitlAW !JA Pam40- DA PAM 40-503 Paragraph 7-10 refers 
503 in P"';! aph 7-10. the reader to AR 40-5 identifies ffi 
StandardAr safety and responsibilities to the overall Safety and 
occupational ealth Occupational Health Program. 
inspections? 

To meet this performance standard you 
MUST present Ul survey data in a clear, 
concise, accurate and timely manner. 

Documentation of all chemicals I. How is tl to be Reference29CFR 1910.1200for 29 CFR 1910.1200 used within each workplace documented specific program HAZ COM standards. DA PAM 40-503 surveyed? IHPM responsibilities under Hazard 
Communications are outlined in DA 
PAM40-503. 

... 
2. lsthisar tirement that The above process will provide a listing 
includes all ded areas in of potential chemical exposures found 
DOEHRS-n in a specific work area. The IH will 

need to use professional judgment and 
technical knowledge to determine the 
potential risk(s) associated with the 
chemicals used to the worker(s). 

I 
Follow the procedures for IH exposure 

: assessment in DOEHRS-IH. 

3. lsit!AW A P.arn 40· DA PAM 40-503 4·9 states "Health 
503 in Para! ph4·9 hazard evaluation is a continuous 

process. Changes in operations over Frequency. 
time may affect levels of ex:posure to 
chemical, physical, and biological 
agents. Therefore, the IHPM should 
ensure that operations are evaluated to 
build 
hazard level and exposure histories for 
each operation when-
a. The process changes. 
b. Personnel change. 
c. The work rate changes. 
d. Engineering controls degrade or are 
modified. 

e. Building and structural changes 
occur". 

Interview of no less than 30%of I. What is t purpose of The purpose of the inteiViews with Best Practice --the workplace occupants to this intervie workers and management is to: .. 
determine if the need for testing 

~ establish rapport with the customer warranted? 
} learn about the work processes and 

how the work is accomplished 

;) 011 \J 
I I 
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" ensure understanding 

a. This sug sts that There is no suggestion stated that Best Practice ·.:.•;.'"' untrained O( frl'arits (not implies ''untrained" occupants are more 
even worke are more qualified to assess work areas. As the 
qualified to sesS need for technical expert, the ill is considered 
monitoring an ~trained the techuical authority. 
m. Whatift eyihink m 
should man· r, with 

Trnined and/or qualified means that the MEDDACr 1\lsai to allow 
air monitori , will it be surveyor has the knowledge and 
allowed? experience to use technical and 

professional judgment in the collection 
and evaluation of the survey data. 
Qualifications of an effective surveyor 

: also include the management abilities 
necessary for planning, organizing, and 
directing the effort. The surveyor 
should also have good interper.;onal 
skills. This will help deal effectively 
with other team members, management, 
workers and command. 

: The sutVey can be an important source 
of information to affected workers and 
management. Infonnal, two-way 

: communication should be encouraged. 
Both workers and management have the 
opportunity to learn about industrial 

; hygiene practices and principles as well 
as ask and discuss questions on 
particular operations. In addition, you, 
as the surveyor , have the opportunity to 
learn about a particular work process 
and the workers. If alternate methods of 
correcting a discrepancy are possible, 
workers should be encouraged to 
express their opinions as to which 
solution is most practical with minimal 
adverse impact on work task 
accomplished. Although it is best to 
conduct an exit brief immediately after 
the survey, it may be necessary to wait 
until analysis results or further 
information and consultation are 
obtained. 

Review of your written communications 
and subsequent follow-up with 
customers has revealed a lack of 

: communication and teamwork. Open 

) communication between vou, as the IH ' • ~ \)II u 
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I uverru1 enecnveness at the lH Program 
at Leavenworth. 

(b) Is it lAW A Pam 40- DA PAM 40-503 Parngraph 4-8 a. states 
503 in Para~ Ph4-8 "health hazard evaluations are the 
Purpose and cop~? foundation on which the OH is built". If 

j information provided by you, as the IH 
technical expert is not clear. concise, 

' 

accurate and timely - the program will 
fail. 

(c) lsitJA\1 APam40- DA PAM 40-503 4-9 stares "Health 
503 in Par~g h4'9. hazard evaluation is a continuous 
Frequency? 

: 
process. Changes in operations over 
time may affect levels of exposure to 

~ 
chemical, physical, and biological 
agents. Therefore, the IHPM should 

: ensure that operations are evaluated to 

' 
build 

: hazard level and exposure histories for 

' each operation when-

' 
a. The process changes. 

: b. Personnel change. 

' c. The work rate changes. 

l d. Engineering controls degrade or are 

' modified. 
e. Building and structural changes 
occur". 

2. How will ese · The informationJdata collected during Best Practice 
interviews b ocu'mented? the interviews should be included in the 

field notes and summarized on the 
: written IH survey repon. 

Document physical layout of each I. What is tl purpose of These requirements are part of the basic AR 40-11, AR 40- • building this documer tion in competencies for an Industrial Hygienist 503 
relationship th the rn at your level and grade. Industrial 
program? Is ~-s nbt s hygiene personnel shall demonstrate a 
safety issue? pus deals working level knowledge of assessment 
with the Ilfe afety Code performance, including assessment 
and NFPA, n lH, Did not planning, the use of field observations, 
theMEDDA Coriunand employee interviews, and document 
wants 11lH to ay in lH reviews in the assessment of industrial 
lane"? How lpes this hygiene performance. 
comply? 

The infonnation collected is used to 
characterize workplace exposure to 
potential health hazards, facilitating 
exposure~based medical surveillance 
and occupational healthcare. Aids in 
the documentation of chronological 

AR 25-400-2 ' workplace histmy. _ _ -, 
~ ··--- - -

~ ull -~ 
i I 
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vtst~ 1t was noted that case 
files/building files were not be 
maintained by the IHPM at 
Leavenworth. Reports are not 
maintained in an organized easily 

i accessible manner. It is strongly 
recommended that a case file/building 
file be established for each location on 

' the facility. Survey files may be ! 
maintained indefinitely to meet local or 
regulatory needs. 29 CFR 1910.1020 
specifics additional requirements for 
sampling data. 

' 
' In addition, Industrial hygiene personnel 

shall demonstillte the ability to prepare 
assessment 
reports that document assessment 
results, support assessment conclusions, 

' 
and clearly communicate conclusions 

I and recommendations for corrective 
I action. 

2. Where is A-PAM40- DA PAM 40-503. Evaluations of health 
503 is thisr Uireinent? hazards and operation per paragraph 4-8 

and 4·9. These are tools to help the rn 
perform a romprehensive health hazard 
assessrntmt. 

3. Howwill es~physical These are basic investigative DPORD 70-62; AR 
layouts bed umCnted? I techniques. Sketches, photographs, etc., 40-5; DA PAM 40· 
have request art; training should be documented and maintained 503 
as this wast j<ed about, but in the appropriate case file/building file. 
management as refused to A camera was purchased by Command 

Best management educate me this. How for your use lO assist in documenting 
will this be tered into workplace conditions/findings. practices 
DOERHS·II 

Refer to DPORD 70·62 ( DOEHRS-lll 
Implementation) and the web-based 
DOEHRS·lll training modules for 
detailed information. 

Training retords indicate that you have 
completed both the Exposure 

; 
Assessment and DOEHRS·lll training 
modules. 

Document biological concerns I. How is tl · to be Based on 19 years IH work experience, 
documented e:~~graph training and education and professional 
2.a.2l.l. Sir " air I iudlm!ent you should he able to make a ·~ ( ,. J 
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-· _ .... , .............. ·'"''no:~ dJC vvun:.p1ace ooservauons and mterv1ews 
prohibited? fe they to are your best source of information. 
complete the Q SOP Direct -reading measurements of the 
Annex B for f;J Short or IAQ parameters (temperature, RH and 
long version. carbon dioxide levels) are also good 

indicators. The survey will vary in 
: scope depending on the type of 

biological agent. The surveyor should 

j 
evaluate procedures to identify and 
control biological agents or concern. It 

' is imperative , however, that you 
appropriately apply the 

: standards/guidelines when making 
' judgment. 
' 
' 
' 

Based on your findings and professional 
judgment, you may be required to 
administer the Annex B forms to help 

1 
assess a specific problem or issue. 
These forms are a tool to help you (the : surveyor) make a professional ' 

' detennination and to adequately assess 
' the potential problem or condition. You 

should refer and adhere to the DA 
. 

i technical guides for IAQ situations . 

2. lsit!AW A~am40· Absolutely. Clear, concise, accurate 
503 in Para! ph 4-4. and prompt reporting is required under 
Frequency a sc~pe'? the guidance provided in DA PAM 40-

503. 

' ~~'i1fi~fit'Y%ijl\respons~;; ii 
ilii!><ais'tbat;yilifh.'aye·;noi fully 

-· ··'"·'· _ .• ·', ··-· • -·t'', l -·~·.··"" considore!I 'a!l)!fej>rogram elemei]ts 
define'aiin'd!oridiscllsseti'i~'D'A~PAM 

: !IQ'503i~rljt::~'i'Ceq;is't!lae. yoii Cit2 .rre : 
rncomjileie';rii~,diinotcapture the full 

: intent df tlie"iiishUctien. 
There is an annual requirement to 

: review all work processes within your 
; program office based upon shop 

' 
priority. 

The Industrial Hygiene Program 
document will outline the survey 
prioritization scheme. Prioritized 
activities which are beyond the resource 
or manpower capabilities will be 
annotated. 

' 

~ \)II u 
I I 
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Ergonomic Hazards 1.. Howist s to be As the facility technical expert in IH, 

documented ee paragraph you should check materials handling 
2.a.2) }. Sine any lair procedures and any use of mechanical 
samples are 1 hibited? aids. Offices, control room. equipment 
Since any no ~· v4ntilation and work station layout should be 
or olher meru fem~tsare checked for good ergonomic design. 
prohibited? e tliey to Tool use also requires ergonomic 
complete the pb ! evaluation. 
Requirement pnd Physical Systems for work station and task Demands Su ey (orm? review should be surveyed. These 

systems should reduce ergonomic 
' stresses. The lH survey of an i 

ergonomic program also should check 
improvement plans for identified 
concerns. 
The ergonomic survey can identify 
changes required to reduce physical 
injuries and il1nesses. These change 
may also increase perfonnance, improve 

i maintenance, raise output and improve 
quality of work. 

' Based on your 19 years IH work 
j experience and Army~ funded 

! 
professional development, you should 
be able to independently perform these 

i basic IH tasks. 
--

2. lsit!AW AJiam40- Absolutely. Clear, concise, accurate 
503 in Para~ ph 4-4. and prompt reporting is required under 
Frequency ru scope? the guidance provided in DA PAM 40-

503. 
i CAUTION: In your response, it 
! appears that you have not fully 

' considered all the program elements 
defined and/or discussed in DA-PAM 

' 40-503. The excerpts that you cite are 
' incomplete and do not capture the full 

intent of the instruction. 
There is an annual requirement to 
review all work processes within your 
program office based upon shop 
priority. 

; The Industrial Hygiene Program 
document will outline the survey 

j prioritization scheme. Prioritized 
activities which are beyond the resource 

' 

~ oil 0 I I 
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3. How is thi "' oi: Potential ergonomic hazards MUST be 
documented DOEHRS- ·selected before one can enter any other 
IH? hazard infonnation into DOEHRS-IH. 

Baseline or periodic ffi surveys MUST 
address ergonomic hazards in a given 

' work area. 

4. Is the ln. trtiori ready to Inappropriate terminology- assumption 
support this ~ir~ment? is that you meant to use "Installation" 
CUrrentpoli is tc? only do instead of "Insulationh. 
medically re ired TheDA Ergonomic Program is viable 
ergonomics tveys. Has and command supported. As a trained, 
the policy ch geq? journeymen leveiiH you should be able 

' to identify potential ergonomic problem . areas within a given work center. On 
' ' occasion, Occupational Health may 
' request you to conduct an ergonomic 
' survey for an individual work area. 

! Typically, this is request is generated 
after examination for a work-related 

' injury and/or illness. During your IH 
I assessments you should be recognizing 
i ergonomic hazards and providing 

; appropriate recommendations for 
improvements. 

When entering hazard infonnation into - DOEHRS-IH the user is required to first 

l identify ergonomic hazards in a process. 

Placed in DOEHRS-IH I. With the wnl:ss of the There will be times that the system is 
web based s tern} how? "slow" based on number of users, 

; amount of infoimation, but many I 
' installations are effectively utilizing the 
i mandated software program 
I 

2. Level of it. ppo, 

i 

! 
! 
' 
i 

3. REPORTING ! 

' These are commonly accepted terms Reports will be written in a clear, 1. With no amgle of a • concise and accurate manner. mernorandu how can this used in communication ~ both verbal 

be complied !"thj How and written. Please refer to definitions 
measured? 1 at it clear? presented in the Webster dictionary for 
Wh.Jlis co• · ··? Define further clarification. 

·~ ... 
~ 
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__ , ........ ~· ..... & "·'"'luu .. <Luy ... vuct.l auu lat;tUal- aosenr 
report to this an diD-d. of personal opinion and misleading 

statements. 
: 

An industrial hygiene survey report is 

: forwarded to the official responsible for 
! correcting the identified deficiencies or 

health risks. A scientific, problem 

j 
solving sequence of paragraphs 
(problem, statement/introduction, facts 

' and findings, conclusion and 
; recommendations) is nonnally used. 

' Identified deficiencies must contain 
references to applicable standards, 

; regulations or criteria 
Recommendations should be practical 

' 
and address both short- and long-term 
solutions to any problem. Progress on 

' implementation of corrective actions 
should be tracked. 

: Another option for reporting can be 
i found within DOEHRS-IH. Templates 
' are available for use. 
; 

Additional report templates are provided ' 
! for the majority of IH surveys you will 
I be conducting. 

2. With the lra8f..ph 2 You were instructed to revise/update the See respons1 
Ill requirement lwhabs the Leavenworth Industrial Hygiene for further d 

format and e unp!e of this Implementation Plan (IHIP) by 15 FEB instruction 
kind ofrepo 7 What kind 2008. You have failed to meet that 
of surveys ar the.!e to he? requirement. In the rH1P you were to 
Since air sar les irre schedule ptioritized tasks composed of 
prohibited, ' at iS to be in primarily surveys (e.g., workplace 

' it? Since an oise. evaluations and monitoring). The llliP 
ventilation o the~ would include the sampling strategies to 
measure men are' be accomplished to perform a 
prohibited, 1 at i~ to be in comprehensive industrial hygiene (lli) 
it? How do u dOcument? survey for a specific work environment. 

! Once approved by the supervisor, you 
have been insoucted to implement the 

' lliiP in accordance with the 
I 

prioritization scheme. Prioritized I 
' activities which are beyond the resoUrce 
! or manpower capabilities will be 

I annotated 
i Survey activities result in both positive 

I and negative conclusions. The unit 
' commander, manager and/or supervisor I 

should be nrepared to address the ! 

' ~ ~II ;; 
I I 

-"~~--~---------------·-·- """""""'"'"'"'Sf:'lt!.','C{{W;W,c;W,•&;','"""""""""""'' 
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Open items might pose a future liability 
to the command. The posHurvey 
activities should be well developed and 
implemented so that the information 

i obtained from the IH survey does not 

i become buried and/or forgotten. To 
minimize liability, the program should 

i include: 
' l. well defined policies and : 

procedures for addressing 
deviations from good practice 
guidelines: 

2. follow~up on survey findings 
and development of corrective 

' 
actions. as appropriate; and 

I 3. communication with top ; 
: management on the content 

and status of survey findings. 
! Based on 19 years DA IH work ; 

' experience and Army-funded . 
professional development, you should 

' be able to independently perform these 
; basic IH tasks. Additional report 
' templates may be found in Appendix C. 

' You are encouraged to complete the 
i revision of the HIIP and Industrial 

' Hygiene Program document as soon as 
possible. 

3 
~~ DAfam40- Absolutely. Clear. concise, accurate DA PAM 40-503 

5 pholj-4. and prompt reporting is required under 
s I cyand the guidance provided in DA PAM 40-
s' I 503. 

! 
I CAUTION: In your response, it 
i appears that you have not fully I 

! considered all the program elements 
defined and/or discussed in DA-PAM 

j 40-503. The excerpts that you cite are 
incomplete and do not capture the full I intent of the instruction. 

I 
' There is an annual requirement to I 

i review all work processes within your 
I program office based upon shop I 
I priority. 
' ' The Industrial Hygiene Program I 

i document will outline the survey 
. nrloritization scheme. Prioritized 

' ..J \J II 
;) 

I I 
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annotated. 
: 

Based on I 9 years DA ffi work 
experience and Anny-funded 

: professional development, you should 

' 
weU versed in the IH program 

i requirements and be able to 
! independently perform these basic m 
' tasks. ! 

4. lsit!AW A P,am40- DA PAM 40-503 Pmgraph 4-8 a states 
503 in Parag ph f-8. "health hazard evaluations are the 
Purpose and ope? foundation on which lhe OH is built". If 

' information provided by you, as the rn 
' technical expert is not clear, concise, 
: accurate and timely- the program wi11 
i fail. 

A P.am 40-
---·--

5. lsit!AW SEE ABOVE REPONSE 
503 in pmg ph 4-12. 
WorkerNoti catiOn? 

6. lsitlAW 
I 

A !lam 40- DA PAM 40-503 Paragraph 7-10 refers AR 40-5 DA PAM 
503 in Parag ph 7-10. the reader to AR 40-5 identifies ill 40-503 
Standard~ w Safety and responsibilities to the overall Safety and 
occupational ealth Occupational Health Program. 
inspection. I 

Without clear, concise, accurate and 
timely lH survey reports the essential 
elements of the program will fail. 

Provide technically sound findings I. With an ample of a These are commonly accepted terms 
and recommendation memorandu ho*' can this used in communication - both verbal 
commensurate with scope and be complied 'th1 How and written. Please refer to definitions 
complexity of the service measured? fhat lS clear vs presented in the Webster dictionary for 
provided. technically s nd findings further clarification. 

andcomme rate with the . Based an a review of your previous 
scope and c . lpleltity? reports, your reports need to be 
What is con 1 e vs technically correct and factual- absent 
technically s ndfindings of personal opinion and misleading 
and cornme !mtt with the statements. 
scope and c ple~ity? An industrial hygiene survey report is 

' forwarded to the official responsible for 
I correcting the identified deficiencies or 
' I health risks. A scientific, problem 
' solving sequence of paragraphs 
' (problem, statement/inlroduction, facts i 
i and findings, conclusion and 
' recommendations) is normally used. 
' 
I Identified deficiencies must contain 

' references to applicable standards, 
I rel!lllations or criteria 

~ u II 

-

0 i I 

--,---·~·~--- '------~--~· 
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! 
implementation of corrective actions 
should be tracked. 

2. With the 1 pgri.ph 2 You were instructed to revise/update the AR 40-5; DA PAM 
requirem·ent f'haiisthe Leavenworth Industrial Hygiene 40-503 
format and e ""pie of this Implementation Plan (IHIP) by 15 FEB 
kindofrepo ? ~at kind 2008. You have failed to meet that 
of .surveys ar the. to be? requirement. In the IHIP you were to 
Since air ~an les3re schedule prioritized tasks composed of 
prohibited, v at i~ to be in primarily surveys (e.g., workplace 
it? Since an aise, evaluations and monitoring). The IHIP 
ventilation o fuef would include the sampling strategies to 
measuremen arei be accomplished to perform a 
prohibited, ' at iJ to be in comprehensive industrial hygiene (IH) 
it? Howdo u dbcument? survey for a specific work environment. . 

Once approved by the supervisor, you I 
I have been instructed to implement the ; lHIP in accordance with the i 

prioritization scheme. Prioritized 
' ! activities which are beyond the resource 

I 
or manpower capabilities will be 

I annotated. 
i 

3. See ques nsih See response to 3.a. AR 40-5; DA PAM 
paragraph 3. ! 40-503 I 

. ···------Utilized recognized consensus I. Howwill I"·~· IH surveys will be reviewed for 
standards, federal and state rneasured1 l technical accuracy, professional 
regulations, DA polices and 

' requirements and regulatory 
procedures, and MEDCOM 

i compliance. Your application of 
guidance. I applicable standards will be evaluated to 

• ! determine regulatory compliance, 
i comprehensive awareness and 

professional judgment. 

; ffi data are used for patient care 
• decision and legal proceedings, and the I 
• IH Program Manager (IHPM) must 
! verify that the data entered into the . 

DOEHRS-lli are an accurate and I 
i complete record of the identification 
! and evaluation of health hazards. 

2. lsitiAW A P.arn40- Absolutely. As the ill technical expert, DA PAM 40-503 I 

503inP~g ph i-8. you must use the information contained 
Standards? 1 in 29 CFR 1910 and the documentation 

' of other standards to evaluate employee i exposure to hazardous chemical, 
. ' u II I I 

~ 
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; other standards described in DA PAM : 40-503, paragraph 1·8 except for those 
! published in U.S. Anny Medical 

I 
Department (AMEDD) policy 

• documents, are subject to the 
I application of professional m • • judgment. The written record of the m • I 
' evaluation must contain the 
' ! justifications for any deviations from 
! the non-OSHA standards described 

! below. 

i 
I 3. WhatMl COM MEDCOM guidance documents may be 

guidance is ~vi4ed? found on the intranet at 
i www.usa~a.armv.rnil 

Assign appropriate risk assessment I. How will ~slje Verification of data to ensure accuracy DA PAM 40-503 
codes {RAC) using the criteria measured? I and completness. 
outlined in DA 40-503 and I 

' MEDCOM guidance. • • I 

3. WhatMl lCc!M MEDCOM guidance documents may be AR 40-5; DA PAM 
guidance is ovi4ed? found on the intranet at 40-503; OPORD 07-

! www.usa~a.arm~.mil. 62 (DOEHRS-IH 
I Deployment) 

Sampling results and associated I. How will his~e Verification of data to ensure accuracy DA PAM 40-503 
data will be presented in a clear, measured? I and completness. 

' concise and factual manner. ' ' 
2. Withno ample of a These commonly accepted terms used in 

memorandu , ho\v can this communication - both verbal and 

be complied Yith? How written. Please refer to definitions 

measured? at i~ clear? presented in the Webster dictionary for 

What is con e? !Define funher clarification. 

what is meal by taccurate Based an a review of your previous 

manner"? C ~p'*LT reports, your reports need to he -p Lighting technically correct and factual ~ absent 

report to thi tanoard. of personal opinion and misleading 

I statements. 
: An industrial hygiene survey report is 
' I forwarded to the official responsible for 

i correcting the identified deficiencies or 
health risks. A scientific, problem 

i solving sequence of paragraphs 

' (problem, statemenUintroduction, facts 
• ' and findings, conclusion and ' I recommendations) is nonnally used. I 

I Identified deficiencies must contain 

~ 0 II 0 
I I 
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and address both short- and long-tenn 
solutions to any problem. Progress on 
implementation of corrective actions 
should be tracked. 

DOEHRS-ni also provides statistical 
analyses options for your use. Please 
refer to the ffi Assessment module. 

3 .. IsitlAV DA.Pam40- Absolutely. Clear, concise, accurate DA PAM 40-503 
503 in Parag ph4-4. and prompt reporting is required under 
Survey frequ cyand the guidance provided in DA PAM 40-
scope? 503. 

l';Ni:iTION;; In i!oiifHsp<iiise~l t 
atipeai-s IHai"you have not fully 
consideied·alJ.th~-priigram elemebis . . -
defii!ed·anQiohliseussed.m DA-PAM 
40-503~\ The•excerpts that you cite. are 
incomplete." and do not capture the full 
intetlt·ofthe'instructitm: 

There is an annual requirement to 
review all work processes within your 
program office based upon shop 
priority. 

The Industrial Hygiene Program 
document will outline the survey 
prioritization scheme. Prioritized 
activities which are beyond the resource 
or manpower caPabilities will be 
annotated. 

Based on 19 years DA ni work 
experience and Army-funded 
professional development, you should 
well versed in the rn program 
requirements and be able to 
independently perform these basic IH 
tasks. 

4. 4. Is it I WD,<. Pam DA PAM 40-503 Paragraph 4-B a. states 
40-503 in P graph 4-8. "health hazard evaluations are the 
Purpose and cope? foundation on which the OH is built". If 

infonnation provided by you, as the IH 
lechnical expert is not clear, concise, 
accurate and timely- !he program will 
fail. 

5. lsitiA~ DA Parn40- Formal and informal, two-way 
503 in para ph4-12. communication should is encouraged. 
Worker No cation? Workers should be notified of any IH 

/ .... ........ ;) 
II 
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503 in Pa':'g pu 1-10. the reader to AR 40-5 which identifies 40-503 
Standard An Safety and IH responsibilities to the overall Safety 
occupational ealth and Occupational Health Program. 
inspection. Without clear, concise, accurate and 

timely lli survey reports the essential 
elements of the program will fail. 

Reports will be submitted to the !. With no e fm'ple of a "Initial" would be the preliminary first Best Practice 
supervisor within 5 working days memorandu, how can this draft before supervisor edit. "Final" is 
of initial survey for final review be complied "th?: How the work product to be distributed to the 
and approval. All supporting measured?V at is initial? customer. 
documents (including work What is final Timelines are established to ensure 
product) will accompanying all work product is delivered to customer in 
reports for supervisor final a timely manner. 
approval. 

Based on 19 years DA IH work 
e,;:perience and Army-funded 
professional development, you should 
well versed in the IH program 
requirements and be able to 
independently perform these basic IH 
tasks 

2. With the~ "•graph 2 Industrial hygienists have the AIHA Code of 
requirement what is the responsibility to practice their Ethics 
format and e i""ple of this profession in a objective manner, 
kind ofrepo ? What kind following recognized principles ofTH. 
of surveys ar these to be? Realizing that the lives, health and 
Since air san Ies are welfare of individuals may be 
prohibited, v at is to be in dependent on their professional 
it? Since an oise, judgment. As the IH technical expert at 
ventilation o ther Leavenworth, you have the obligation to 
measuremen are respect confidences, advise honestly, 
prohibited, ' at is to be in and report findings and 
it? How do u document? recommendations accurately. 

3. Does this hange the We are unclear as to the intent of your DA PAM 40-503; 
method and fcedures in statement " "Will I just submit a hard internal best 

! 
processing rnotanda? copy of the memo with final?~. Please practice. 
What are th ewmemo clarify your question. 
procedures? pnn !just 
submit hard pyofmemo 
with final? . 

4. PROGRAM ~·- . : ~rement Review of the infonnation entered into 
MANAGEMENT ' up of the DOEHRS-IH for Ft Leavenworth shows 

I pational and incomplete shop infonnation, mlssing 
Ei · 1-lealth 

;.) oil ·u 
I I 

·----~·"'"" ~~~-· 
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use the DOE !RS-jH for all for each survey conducted. 
subsequent r sun(eys and 

. projects:" ! 
I 
I 

I) What is" mpiete"? Review shows that the basic ''tree" has What is "set "?How will been initiated, however. critical shop it be docume ed?i infonnation is lacking. (i.e .• processes, I hazards, engineering controls, PPE, ' 

I 
shop personnel, etc.). The Leavenwonh 
IHPO is reponing a 99.8% overdue 

' status. 
2) What are t Arlny's DOEHRS-IH is a DoD mandated OP OPORD 07-62 DOEHRS-ll oalt for software program designed to document (DOEHRS-Ul implementin his program? industrial hygiene work. Please refer to Deployment) 

I USER DOCUMENTATION module I 
which states "The Industrial Hygiene i 

' module for DOEHRS is a key enabling i technology within the Presidentially I 
mandated FliP and is further supported I 

i by Public Law 105-85. DOEHRS is a 
i comprehensive, automated infonnation 

! system for assembling, comparing, 
! using, evaluating, and storing 
i environmental health surveillance data, 
: occupational personnel exposure 

I information, workplace environmental 
monitoring data. personal protective 

! equipment usage data. observation of 
I work practices data, and employee ' 

I 
health hazard educational data. 
DOEHRS provides infonnation needed 

I by Occupational Health (OH) staff and 
I command surgeons for reporting options 
i to comntanders regan:Hng the reduction I 
I of health threats. 

b. To the 
r ~~~ent The mandated goal is 100% annually. 

"75% of the 'graru Recognizing available resources the 
Office's(~ ) cote shops goal of75% was arbitrarily set as a I (semiannual , jnnuld reasonable expectation for this program 
surveys) wil I e m\.pped in office. 
the location e."J 

I 

I) 'ilte/e did this Review of information in the DOEHRSR 
goal come fr fn? Js it lH for this program office is incomplete. 
realistic go al Sin~e it was 
done here b e n: ~ October 

i 

' ;) 011 ~ I I 
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2) ince the Army 
reported on! I % of the 
IH shops me his goal, and 
Fort Leaven rth.under me 
was part tha chived this. 
Is it a good, · r gOal if so 
few arc able achieve it? 

3) 0 note '75% 
of the IHPO core shops 
should be sc duled, nat 
necessarily duCted." 
How will !hi be measured 
and what n s to· be 
scheduled? at are the 
priorities? 

c. To there irement 
"Surveyssh ld be 
conducted" 5%:ofthe 
total numbe f cOre shops 
that have be sc}ieduled. 
The data fro the~e surveys 
should be ed:into 
DOEHRS·ll " . 

I) Where di this 'goal come 
from? fs it istic goal? Is 
it a monthly uarterly, or 
annual goal ow will it be 
measured? · ce inost IH 
programs c t meet the 
earlier goaJ, it a fair goal? 

2) With the f graph 2 
requiremen~ what is the 
format and ample of this 
kind of surv s? Since any 
air samples prohibited, 

what is to bl n it? Since 
any noise, v tilalion or 
other measu ments are 
prohibited, at i's to be in 
it? How do u document? 

this statement 

The master schedule in DOEHRS-IH 
will suffice as your IHIP. All shops 
included in lhe program office should he 
have annual surveys scheduled. You 
were provided a listing of shop priorities 
to be completed within the next 12 
months. 

Based on entries you have made into 
DOERHS-IH, there are 494 core shops 
listed for Ft. Leavenworth. In order to 
succeed in this goal you are required to 
complete 25 IH surveys (to include 
enlly into DOEHRS-IH) within the 
rating period. 

You have completed the DOEHRS-IH 
training program and have demonstrated 
a reasonable knowledge of its 
functionality and requirements. 

See above responses. 

See above responses. 

See above responses. 

Leavenwonh IHPO 
entires dated 2 
March 2008. 

3) Is it lA vj pA Pam 40-ur 'Dh~. 0 
II 



4) Is it lAW ,. Pam40-
503 in Parag ph4-8. 
Purpose an cope? 

5)1sitiAW A Pam 40- Regardless of outcome, the IHPM 
503 in Para~ ph4-12. notifies, in writing, the workplace 
Worker noti atiim? supervisor of the assessment results. 

The supervisor in tum notifies the 
e~ovees. 

6) Is it lAW AParn4().. DA PAM 4()..503 Paragraph 7-10 refers 503 in Pam! ph 7-10. the readerto AR 4()..5 identifies IH 
Standard A ysafetyand responsibilities to the overall Safety and occupationa ealth Occupational Health Prognun. inspections? 

Without clear, concise, accurate and 
timely IH survey reports the essential 
elements of the program will fail 

7) With the wness of the There will be times that the system is web based s tem;how'l "slow" based on number of users, 
amount of information , but many 
installations are effectively utilizing the 
mandated software program. 

8) Level of s port. It was DOEHRS-IH is a web-based system and 
discussed th I might be access is available through your desktop able to enter ata using lap PC. You are encouraged to use the 
top compute hen have it desktop PC in lieu of the laptop synced by I! p. I' turned in computer. 
the lap top o 16 January 
2008 and it s not returned 
back to me of19 
February20 . How will 
this be meas ed?. 

d. To the requirement I) With the ""graph 2 Completeness and accuracy of "Establishing similar exposure requirement . Since any air information contained within DOEHRS-groups for the IHOP." samples are ohibited, JH program office. 
what is to b e · it? Since 
any noise, v tilation or 
otherme~u 
prohibited, 

jments are 
at is to be in 

it?Howdo f.t dqcument? 
How willt hi be measured? 

2) Is it lAW A Pam40- Absolutely. Clear. concise, accurate 
503 in Para 'fph4-4. and· prompt reporting is required under 
Survey freq r ncy and the guidance provided in DA PAM 40-
scope? 503. 

tAtrflbN'''Ift;yoiir iesponse: it 

~ u II I I 
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I 4o~soo~·,The. exc·erprS~tbat you cite are 
! incomplet~·intl·do not capture thdull I futimt;or thCUti'StrUctiOn. I 
I There is an annual requirement to I 

I review all work processes within your 

I 
program office based upon shop 
priority. 

I 
The Industrial Hygiene Program 
document will outline the survey 

I 
prioritization scheme. Prioritized 
activities which are beyond the resource 

' or manpower capabilities will be 
I annotated. 

3) Is it lAW ~PF40- DA PAM 40-503 Paragraph 4-8 a. states 503 in Parag h-\-8. "health hazard evaluations are the 
Purpose and cop~? foundation on which the OH is built11

• 

I To meet this perfonnance standard ffi I 

I survey data MUST clear, concise, 
l accurate and timely. 

e. To the requirement 1) ~th lhe 1 pgqph2 Completeness and accuracy of "Implementation of the workplace requrrements hal is the information contained within DOEIIRS· monitoring plan.•• priority of th kind of lH program office. surveys? Sin an~ air 
samples are hi , ted, 
what is to be 

jn~~ince any monitoring p 
noise, ventil on or other 
measure men ~~obein prohibited, " 
the monitori pi ?How 
do you docu ntt~s?How 
will it be me 

~r 
2) Is it lAW AP!un40- Absolutely. Clear, concise, accurate 

I 503 inParag pht! and prompt reporting is required under 
Survey frequ cy nd the guidance provided in DA PAM 40· 

'scope? [ 503. 
' cAUtro'f<:)ii'youriei'iiOi'iie,:lt I ap~B'I$:t~ai1YO_ithave not·ruuy 
! \:onsi.ig'fc;!J: 'iiu:tlie ·Jirl>gr:,m elemeilis 
' li~ktie'cliailiitikruscnsiea'iifDA·PAM ' 

I ~~o;qi\Th'~'x~iJJt~;tli~ryoil;.:ire.iiie 
uji:o:riipllitti'aj]tljoori6t· capiure' the full 

I 
irit~tii't" i-l' tli~-·histrui:lioD. 
There is an annual requirement to 

i review all work processes within your 
' J ~II ;; 

I I 
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1 ne rnoustnal Hygiene Program 

! document will outline the survey 
i prioritization scheme. Prioritized 

l activities which are beyond the resource 
or manpower capabilities will be 
annotated. 

3) !sit lAW A Prun 40- DA PAM 40-503 Paragraph 4-8 a states 503 in Parag ph 4--8. "health hazard evaluations are the Purpose an cone? foundation on which the OH is built". I 
To meet this perfonnance standard IH ! 

I 
swvey data MUST clear, concise, 
accurate and timely. 

f. To the requirement I) With the ·~ph2 Completeness and accuracy of "Characterization of exposures". rcquiremen~ , whdt is the infonnation contained within DOEHRS-
priority of tt kiddof IH program office. 
surveys? Sin irur 
samples are rohi ited, 
what is tob har!cterized? 
Since any n e, vfntilation 
or olhermea pt"eJJ]enrs are 
prohibited, at i! to be 
characterize 

I 
i 

2)Howdoy dtument To meet this goal- you wi11 be required this? How• lit e to accurately characterize all known or 
measured? ! suspected occupational health hazards 

I within a given work process. 
g. To the requirement "Conduct I) What kin f In most cases, these IH surveys will be an assessment of on any of the "assessment is t "s? baseline or periodic. employee exposure data collected 

Recognitiontidentification of these during the survey (e.g. 
I hazards (e.g., ergonomic, ventilation, ergonomics, air monitoring, noise 

etc) should be included in the baseline monitoring)". 
and/or periodic 1H survey assessment. 

2)Howdo udtcument Completeness and accuracy of 
this? How v I it 

1 

e infonnation contained within DOEHRS-
measured? JH program office. 

3 fir samples are Completeness and accuracy of 
p 1t i~ to be 

' .J O
""te< 
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prohibited, w at is to be 
assessed? 

5. EQUIPMENT 5. Equipment Maintenance and a. To the req ·rement This is a built-in feature of DOEHRS-
MAINTENANCE AND Calibration. Please show where "develop and (nain'tain an IH. 100% of alliH equipment is 
CALIDRATION Equipment Maintenance and equipment tr king log." REQUIRED to be entered into 

Calibration is in my job DOEHRS-IH. Review of the IHPO 
description. equipment inventory in DOEHRS-IH 

: shows complete. 

c. To there~ rement The IH is required to maintain a OSHA Field Manual 
"Develop a I to document bounded sample logbook to document 
before and a r calibrations pre and post calibration of all equipment 
ofequipmen sed for used during an ffi Survey. 
testing." . 

Furthermore, DOEHRS-IH under IH 
sampling module requires pre and post 
calibration infonnation. 

I) What is lo to look like? The bound laboratory book is to be OSHA Field Manual 
malntalned. See the OSHA Field 
Manual for specific criteria to be 
included. 

2) Is it differ t from the Yes-TMDE maintains ANNUAL 
TMDE syste I ? equipment calibration information. 

3) Is it differ t form the See paragraph 5.c above. 
DLMSS syst \n? Is it 
different fro the: 
DOEHRS-11 yst~m? 

4) How will ·s be To meet this standard 100% of aliiH 
measured? i equipment will be maintained and 

calibrated within manufacturer's 
specifications. 

5)1AWDA M~0-503 To obtain reliable quantitative data, 
paragraph 5 . Verification equipment used requires operational and 
of equipme calibration periodic calibration. Operational 

calibration is usually performed before 
and after the use of equipment. Periodic 
calibration is perfonned on very stable 
types of equipment at least annually or 
depending on equipment use and 
manufacturer recommendation. 

ThelHPM 

~ ~II 
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\.4J J::u)ures mat cauorauons are basea 
on a method traceable to a recognized 
authority, such as the National Instirute 
of Standards and Technology. 
(3) Allows manufacturer and/or contract 
calibration facilities to calibrate 
equipment only if their methods meet 
traceability and calibration standards. 
(4) Ensures that complete records of 

: calibrations are maintained per AR 25-
400-2. 

b. To the requirement ''Maintain I) What is c plete? 100% equipment inventory maintained 
complete records of calibration as : and with current calibration. 
per AR 25-400-2. 

2) Explain -it issue? How To meet this standard 100% ofai!IH 
will it be me~ ured? equipment will be maintained and 

calibrated within manufacturer's 
specifications. 

c. To the requirement "Develop a I) What is lo to look like? The bound laboratory book is to be 
log to document before and after maintained. See the OSHA Field 
calibrations of equipment used for Manual for specific criteria to be 
testing." included. 

2) How will be measured? To meetthis standard I 00% of al!IH 
equipment wi11 be maintained and 
calibrated within manufacturer's 

I . . specifications . 

: 

. 

' 
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REPLY TO 
ATTEN110N OF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY 

550 POPE AVENUE 
FORT LEAVENWORTH KS 66027-2332 

MCXN-PM (40-5f) 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBECT: Questions Unanswered from February 2008 Tirrough May 2008 

1. To the 15 February Question: On Customer Service. 

31 May 2008 

a. What does "outside ofregu1arly scheduled testing" when any testing has been prohibited? 

b. What is this tracking log to look like? Provide example. 

c. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

2. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. 

a. "You are expected to perform IH hazard assessment surveys each month on buildings 
miihifuiiied on I'o!l LeaveliWOl'tll:==whaHcind of Sl:ll"Veys are the8e¥6e't=Smee-any-an--sa:mples 
are prohibited? Since any noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited? .How do the 
current limitations made by management allour me to comply or do this? 

b. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. The answer was left blank. 

3. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. 

a. Is it related to one of the DOEHRS-IH items? 

a) Baseline survey 
b) Ergonomic Evaluation 
c) Food Establish Risk Assessment 
d) Food Service Establishment Survey- Comprehensive 
e) Food Service Establishment Survey- Routine 
f) HACCP Survey 
g) HAZCOM Inspection 
h) HV AC Inspection 
i) Indoor Air Quality Assessment 
j) Periodic Survey 
k) Respiratory protection survey 

b. This question was not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 



( 
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MCXN-PM (40-5f) 31 May 2008 
SUBECT: Questions Unanswered from February 2008 Through May 2008 

4. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. 

a. Is it IA W my job description? And if so, how did the follow up (details) paragraphs comply? 

b. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

5. To the 15 'February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. 

a. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4--4. Survey frequency and scope? 

b. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

6. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. 

a. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-8. Purpose and scope? 

b. How dO the cunent fhnitations tnade by tiranagentent allow xne to conrply or dU tliis? 

e. Th~s" E[-Y"Stiens w~"" net ans>.¥€lr€la in ili~o¥Y-o2"'0"'0"'8-!roeeSJsp?<e>IRI:!S;ee.._ _________ _ 

7. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. 

a. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 7-10. Standard Army safety and occupational 
health inspections? 

b. How do the current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

c. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

8. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. To requirement #1 
"Documentation of all chemicals used within each workplace surveyed." 

a. How is this to be documented? Is this a requirement that includes all the needed areas in 
DOEHRS-IH? 

b. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

9. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. To requirement #2 "Interview of no 
less than 30% of the work place occupants to determine if a need for testing is warranted." 



MCXN-PM(40-5f) 31 May2008 
SUBECT: Questions Unanswered from February 2008 Through May 2008 

a. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph~- Purpose and scope? This requires A 
comprehensive health hazard assessment requires the IHPM to collect both qualitative and 
quantitative data. 

b. Since management prohibits all qualitstive and quantitative, how is this to be complied 
with? 

c. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

10. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. To the requirement #3 "Document 
the physical layout of each building. This is to include, ftre exits, storage areas for chemicals and 
supplies, etc." 

a. What is the purpose of this documentation in relationship with the IH program? Is this not 
a safety issue? This deals with the Life Safety Code and NFP A, not IH. Did not the MEDDAC 
Command wants "IH to stay in IH lane"? How does this comply? 

-----------h.--Where-·in-BA-PAM-40-§03-is-this-·requirement-?--~------ ··-----------·-·--· 

c. How will these physical layouts be documented? I have requested art training as this was 
talked about, but management has refused to educate me on this. How will this be entered into 
DOEHRS-IH? 

d. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. In the response, where in 
AR 40-5 or DA PAM 40-503 is there a requirement for case ftle/building ftle? 

11. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. To the requirement #4 "Document 
any biological concerns within each building, to include but not limited to water damage, mold 
growth, etc." 

a. How is this to be documented? Since any air samples are prohibited? Since any noise, 
ventilation or other measurements are prohibited? Are they to complete the IAQ SOP Annex B 
forms? Short or long version? 

b. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-4. Survey frequency and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management comply? 

c. How is this to be documented in DOEHRS-IH? 

d. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 
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MCXN-PM(40-5f) 31 May2008 
SUBECT: Questions Unanswered from February 2008 Through May 2008 

12. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. To the requirement #5 "A visual 
inspection of the work place to determine any other potential risk or hazards. (Photo index of 
surveyed buildings). 

a. How is this to be document? 

b. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4--4. Survey frequency and scope? 

c. How is this to be documented in DOEHRS-IH? 

d. These questions were not addressed in the 9 May 2008 response. 

13. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. To the requirement #6 "Document 
each ergonomic hazard inherent to each activity surveyed." 

a. How is this to be document? Since any air samples are prohibited? Since any noise, 
ventilation or otliil nreasmements me ptoliibited't Aie tltey to contpfete Ute Job Riqttneznents 

·-------and-Physieal-demands-SUFVey-form. ---.. ·-·--··- -· 

b. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4--4. Survey frequency and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management comply? 

c. How is this to be documented in DOEHRS-IH? 

d. Is the Installation ready to support this requirement? Current policy is to only do medically 
required ergonomics surveys. Has the policy changed? 

e. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

14. To the 15 February Question: Industrial Hygiene Surveys. To the requirement "All the above 
information will be placed in DOEHRS-IH report by the end of the month surveyed." 

a. With the slowness of the web based system, how? 

b. Level ofMEDDAC Command support. It was discussed that I might be able to enter data 
using lap top computer then has it synced by IMD. I turned in the lap top on 16 January 2008 
and it has not returned back to me as of 19 February 2008 (and now on 31 May 2008 it is still not 
available). How will this be measured? 
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c. These questions were not addressed in the 9 May 2008 response. Since I am unable to 
obtain names and SSN and it has been show that DOEHRS is almost if not completely wrong in 
the employee listing, How am I to enter this data? 

d. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

15. To the 15 February Question: Reporting. To the requirement "Reports will be written in a 
clear, concise and accurate manner." 

a. With no example of a memorandum, how can this be complied with? How measured? What 
is clear? What is concise? Define what is meant by "accurate manner"? Compare LT Derivan's 
PX Lighting report to this standard. 

b.. With the paragraph 2 requirements, what is the format and example of this kind of reports? 
What kind of surveys reports are these to be? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be 
in it? Since any noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be in it? How 

G. Is it lAW DA Pam 40 SQJ in Paragrapk 4 4. Sun'eJ'frequenry and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

d. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-8. Purpose and scope? How do the current 
!iruitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

e. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-12. Worker notification? How do the current 
liruitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

f. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 7-10. Standard Army safety and occupational 
health inspections? How do the current limitations made by management allow me to comply or 
do this? 

g. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

16. To the 15 February Question: Reporting. To the requirement "Provide technically sound 
findings and recommendations commensurate with the scope and complexity of the services 
provided." 

a With no example of a memorandum, how can this be complied with? How measured? What 
is clear vs. technically sound findings and commensurate with the scope and complexity? What is 
concise vs. technically sound findings and commensurate with the scope and complexity? 
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b. What is the format and example of this kind of reports? What kind of surveys reports are 
these to be? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be in it? Since any noise, ventilation 
or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be in it? How do you document? How can there 
be any with no measurements? How to do this with ergonomics? 

c. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

17. To the 15 February Question: Reporting. To the requirement "Utilize recognized consensus 
standards, federal and state regulations, DA policies and procedures, and MEDCOM guidance." 

a. How will this be measured? 

b. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 1-8. Standards? 

c. What MEDCOM guidance is provided? Please provide. 

d. These questions wete not answeted hi tire 9 May 2068 respons 
-------· --------

18. Te the 15 February Qt~estioo: Repomng. To the ~equirement "Assign appropriate RisK---
Assessment Codes (RAC) using the criteria outlined in DA PAM 40-503 and MEDCOM 
guidance." 

a How will this be measured? 

b. What MEDCOM guidance is provided? Please provide. 

c. These questions were not addressed in the 9 May 2008 response. 

19. To the 15 February Question: Reporting. To the requirement "Sampling results and 
associated data will be presented in a clear, concise and factual manner." 

a. With no example of a memorandum, how can this be complied with? How measured? What 
is clear? What is concise? Define what is meant by "factual manner"? Compare L T
PX Lighting report to this standard 

b. What is the format and example of this kind of reports? What kind of surveys reports are 
these to be? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be in it? Since any noise, ventilation 
or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be in it? How do you document? 

c. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-4. Survey frequency and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 
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d. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-8. Purpose and scope? How do the current 
limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

e. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-12. Worker notification? 

f. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 7-10. Standard Army safety and occupational 
health inspections? 

g. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

20. To the 15 February Question: Reporting. To the requirement "Reports will be submitted to 
the supervisor within 5 working days of initial survey for final review and approval. Ail 
supporting documents (work product) will accompany all reports for supervisor final approval. 

a. With no example of a memorandum, how can this be complied with? How measured? What 
is initial? What is final? 

-·-·-··b-.·- There-is- a statement-" '-Initial' would be the preliminary :frrst draft before supervisor edit" in 
------tt:!lhe-e-F<re:!SSil'lflense.--lily-what 3llthority and rggulati~~EDI-~rofessional--

Industrial Hygienist and IH Program Manager's reports? 

c. What is the format and example of this kind of reports? What kind of surveys reports are 
these to be? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be in it? Since any noise, ventilation 
or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be in it? How do you document? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

d. Does this change the method and procedures in processing memorandums? What are the 
new memo procedures? Will I just submit hard copy of memo with file? Am I to provide a paper 
copy of my memorandums (known as hard copy) as any edits by management can be 
documented or am I to send e-file memorandums and "trust" management with a history of 
changing my reports and not informing me? 

21. To the 15 February Question: Reporting. To the requirement "All noncompliant results will 
be explained in a clear and concise manner, include reasoning for the noncompliant values." 

a. With no example of a memorandum, how can this be complied with? How measured? What 
is clear? What is concise? 

b. What is the format and example of this kind of reports? What kind of surveys reports are 
these to be? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be in it? Since any noise, ventilation 
or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be in it? How am I to document? 
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c. These questions were not addressed in the 9 May 2008 response. 

22. To the 15 February Question: Reporting. To the requirement "Follow-up worksite visits will 
be conducted until appropriate corrective measures are implemented and effective." 

a. How will this be measured? Are these follow-ups hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, 
annually, biannually, or every ten years? How will they be documented? With the paragraph 2 
requirements, what is the format and example of this kind of reports? What kind of surveys 
reports are these to be? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be in it? Since any noise, 
ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be in it? How am I to document? 

b. Since management does not staff IH with enough personnel, why is this a requirement of 
mine? How does this differ from DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-4. Survey frequency and 
scope which USA MEDDAC does not comply with? 

c. These questions were not addressed in the 9 May 2008 response. 

23:-'Po-the1:5-Febrnary-(;!uestion:-R-eporting:--T-o-the-requirement""-"Fhere-wiH-be-no""!11ore--than-3---
_____ ,6*eeptiens-neteG-permon~:&.!."'---------------------------

a. What is an "exception"? 

b. How will they be documented? 

c. How will they be measured? 

d. These questions were not addressed in the 9 May 2008 response. 

24. To the 15 February Question: Program Management. Please show where DOEHRS-IH 
is in my job description. This question was not addressed in the 9 May 2008 response. 

25. To the 15 February Questions: Program Management. To the requirement "Complete set up 
of the Defense Occupational and Environmental Health Readiness System- Industrial Hygiene 
by 15 April2008. Maintain and use the DOEHRS-IH for all subsequent IH surveys and 
projects:" 

a. What is "Complete"? What is "set up"? How will it be documented? How will it be 
measured? 

b. What are the Army's DOEHRS-IH goals for implementing this program? 
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c. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

26. To the 15 February Questions: Program Management. To the requirement "75% of the IH 
Program Office's (!HIP) core shops (semiannual, annual surveys) will be mapped in the location 
tree." 

a. Where did this goal come from? Is it realistic goal? Since it was done here before 1 
October 2007 and L T Derivan approved reporting it, why is it a 2008 requirement? 

b. Since the Army reported only 21 %of the IH shops met this goal, and Fort Leavenworth 
under me was part that archived this. Is it a good, fair goal if so few are able to achieve it? 

c. To note "75% of the IHPO's core shops should be scheduled, not necessarily conducted." 
How will this be measured and what needs to be scheduled? What are the priorities? 

d. The "answer" that "the master schedule in DOEHRS-IH will suffice as your !HIP" does not 
comply with the guidance and example given hi Febiumy visit. 

----------------------------------

27. To the 15 February Questions: Program Management. To the requirement "Surveys should 
be conducted for 5% of the total number of core shops that have been scheduled. The data from 
these surveys should be entered into DOEHRS-IH." 

a. Where did this goal come from? Is it realistic goal? Is it a monthly, quarterly, or annual 
goal? How will it be measured? Since most IH programs can't meet the earlier goal, is it a fair 
goal? 

b. What is the format and example of this kind of surveys? Since any air samples are 
prohibited, what is to be in it? Since any noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited; 
what is to be in it? How do you document? How do the current limitations made by management 
allow me to comply or do this? 

c. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-4. Survey frequency and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

d. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-8. Purpose and scope? How do the current 
limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

e. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-12. Worker notification? 
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f. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 7-10. Standard Army safety and occupational 
health inspections? 

g. With the slowness of the web based system, how? 

h. Level of MEDDAC Command support. It was discussed that I might be able to enter data 
using lap top computer then have it synced by IMD. I turned in the lap top on 16 January 2008 
and it has not returned back to me as of 19 February 2008 (and now on 31 May 2008 it is still not 
available). How will this be measured? 

i. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

28. To the 15 February Questions: Program Management. To the requirement "Establishing 
similar exposure groups for the IHOP." 

a. Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be in it? Since any noise, ventilation or 
other measurements are prohibited, what is to be iu it? How do you docwnent'! How will this be 

-----measured'i'-8-ince-I-am-unab!e-to-obtain-names-ancl-8SN--and-it-has-been-shew-thaWQBHRS··is----
----almost-if.nokompl6Wl;y-wrong-in-thc::-empl~W-l.isting,..how-am-I-to-entel'-this-dataZ..Create.......--

SEGs? 

b. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-4. Survey frequency and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do tbis? 

c. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-8. Purpose and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

d. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

29. To the 15 February Questions: Program Management To the requirement "Implementation 
of the workplace monitoring plan." 

a. What is the priority of this kind of surveys? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to 
be in the monitoring plan? Since any noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, 
what is to be in the monitoring plan? How do you document this? How will it be measured? How 
do the current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

b. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-4. Survey frequency and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do tbis? 
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c. Is it IA W DA Pam 40-503 in Paragraph 4-8. Purpose and scope? How do the 
current limitations made by management allow me to comply or do this? 

d. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

30. To the 15 February Questions: Program Management. To the requirement "Characterization 
of exposures". 

a. What is the priority of this kind of sirrveys? Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to 
be characterized? Since any noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, what is to 
be characterized? How do you document this? How will it be measured? 

b. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

31. To the 15 February Questions: Program Management. To the requirement "Conduct an 
assessment of on any of the employee exposure data collected during the survey (e.g. 
ergonomics, atr morrltoring, noise nronitotiHg)"•. 

------a~:what-kind-G~assessmea.As-thicu-------------'-----------

b. How do you document this? How will it be measured? 

c. Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be assessed? Since any noise, ventilation or 
other measurements are prohibited, what is to be assessed? How do the current limitations made 
by management allow me to comply or do this? 

d. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

32. To the 15 February Questions: Equipment Maintenance and Calibration. Please show where 
Equipment Maintenance and Calibration is in my job description. This question was not 
answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

33. To the 15 February Questions: Equipment Maintenance and Calibration. To the requirement 
"develop and maintain an equipment tracking log." 

a. What is log to look like? Answer is a "bound laboratory book". Please provide AR 
requirement for this answer. 

b. Is it different from the TMDE system? Is it different form the DLMSS system? Is it 
different from the DOEHRS-IH system? Since I have had to produce a excel listing of 
calibration, why is another list needed? Please provide AR requirement for this answer. 
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c. How will this be measured? How does the answer "to meet this standard 100% of all IH 
equipment will be maintained and calibrated within manufacturer's specifications" apply to this 
question? 

d. How does this do anything to be IA W DA PAM 40-S03 paragraph 5-5. Verification of 
equipment calibration? 

e. These questions were not answered in the 9 May 2008 response. 

34. To the 15 February Questions: Equipment Maintenance and Calibration. To the requirement 
"Develop a log to document before and after calibrations of equipment used for testing." 

a. What is log to look like? Is this different than the Paragraph 33 log? Answer is a "bound 
laboratory book". Please provide AR requirement for this answer. 

b. How will it be measured? 

---c.-------'Fhis-qaestiea-was-net-answered--in-tl!e-9-May-~WOS-respense,---------------

35. To the Questions to the 30 Day Performance Counseling for Karl Gibson dated 2S February 
2008 provided to LT Derivan on 26 February 2008. 

a. In Paragraph 2.a. Customer Services, says that I was successful. What is excellence? 

b. In Paragraph 2.d. Program Management, says I was unsuccessful. I asked "Since you 
tasked me to do other things, you have provided no guidance on what is wanted, or have you 
answered my questions - how can you evaluate me like this ifi am doing what you want me to 
do? Since I received the example of the IHIP you wanted on 22 February 2008 and this new was 
completed on 23 February 2008 and ~and LT-stated my old IHIP complied 
to AR and DA PAM 40-503, why is this unsuccessful? 

c. In Paragraph 2.e. Equipment Maintenance and Calibration, says I was successful. What is 
excellence? 

d. In Paragraph 3.a & b. I have had questions about the Performance Standards and I made 
them at the 11 and IS January 2008 counseling, as well as, the 5 and IS February 2008 questions 
memos have not been answered. You have tasked me to other duties other than the items in my 
IPS, yet you want to hold me accountable for not doing all the IPS and for doing the items you 
tasked me with as higher priority. How is this fair? How am I not communicating? How are you 
communicating with me since you have not answered my questions? 
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36. Questions to MFR SUBJECT: Update to Individual Performance Standards dated 19 May 
2008. 

a. Since most of my questions have not in fact been answered, when will I receive answers 
that actually address my questions? 

b. This docwnent states "were responded to by the docwnents "Response to Questions 
Pertaining to the Industrial Hygiene Program Document and Industrial Hygiene Implementation 
Plan" dated 3 March 2008 and "Gibson- Response" (my copy did not have this title) which you 
received on 9 May 2008. Since these answered just a few of my questions, how am I to respond 
to the IPS requirements? 

c. si.Jspense 3 .a. As was asked before, what is meant by "Complete setup"? I am given 60 
days to do this but it includes weekends, holidays and approved leave. Is this fair? Is this legal? 

d. Suspense 3.b. It has been completed and copies provided. Why is this still an issue? 

e:- --8-ample- Log,-since samples· are not-allowed· to--be collected;--what is-the purpese-ofthis log?-

37. Questions to MFR SUBJECT: Performance Counseling Regarding Industrial Hygiene 
Workplace Assessments and Reports dated 30 May 2008. 

a. The first example of assessment report was provided to my supervisor on 14 May 2008. I 
was later provided a copy of an example report from my supervisor via Mr. Bentley. 

b. The assessment reports follow the requirements of the IPS that I was provided on 15 
January 2008 and subsequent instruction I received in 20-22 February 2008 requirements for 
these assessment memorandums. Now when these are actually performed and written as per my 
IPS, there are "some fundamental deficiencies." 

c. References- "The references that are quoted need to be accurate and up-to-date." This 
paragraph was copy directly from my Supervisor's example memorandwn. I was informed that I 
should not trust items provided by my Supervisor as accurate and up-to-date. I was not informed 
and did not know AR 40-5 Preventive Medicine had been updated. Is this a professional way to 
conduct business? 
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d. Description of Operations- the descriptions given are vague and general. As per the 
example provided by my Supervisor, the description has been completed to match. If it is a 
normal or typical office, as most of the assessments are, what further description is needed? 
Since this has been define as an office that has use of a computer with one monitor, some filing 
and phone use. Since the memo is going to these same office and the terms used were discussed 
with management and staff, who will not understand? 

e. Description of Operations. Paragraph 3.b.l) "SEGs should be identified and described." 
Ibis is not part of the requirements of the IPS that I was provided on 15 January 2008 and 
subsequent instruction I received in 20-22 February 2008 requirements for these assessment 
memorandums. I have explained that I cannot establish SEGs because the employee lists are not 
available. Why was this requirement added on 30 May 2008? How can it be "fundamental," if it 
has not been given before or need identified? 

f. Description of Operations. Paragraph 3.b.2) "Do not just cut-and paste potential health 
hazards that run the gamut of possibilities. If there are chemical hazards, identifY them. If there 
are ergonomiC hazards, tdennfy them. Are there complaints of Indoor Air Quality issues? List 
them;-l;ikewise;·if a· hazard is· not present;-it should· not be·mentionedas·a-potential:"-··--·· ·· · 

I) As per the example provided and the using the approved list of potential hazards I am 
to ask about, I wrote the assessment memo. Mr.- example provided to me by my 
supervisor disagreed with my first version when I did not include low, nonhazardous building 
noise and other "potential" hazards. 

~s for identifying specific hazards, these are included in the stressor section as per Mr.-. example provided to me by my supervisor. 

3) Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be characterized? Since any noise, 
ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be characterized? How do you 
document this? How will it be measured? Since these prohibitions have not been lifted, how can 
I do otherwise? 

4) "Do not air issues with the DOEHRS-lH in a report that is designed to be distributed 
externally from our office." Yet, I am to compare between DOEHRS-IH listing and who actually 
works in the office. Since the management in these areas are provided with a DOEHRS-IH list 
as directed by my supervisor, why documenting this is not wanted? Why is this not acceptable? 
How is these management issues to be documented? Since it is a real part of the true IH history 
of these buildings, why not document this? 
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g. Operations: 

I) "Descriptions of the operations and the table of operations and stressors should match 
up." This was discussed and was written lAW Mr.-example provided to me by my 
supervisor. Since IAQ is a building issue regardless to the operation being performed, it cannot 
be identified with a particular operation. 

2) "Reporting a Risk Assessment Code (RAC) as 'Not Able To Calculate' is 
unacceptable." Doing RACs are not part of the requirements of the IPS that I was provided on 
15 January 2008 and subsequent instruction I received in 20-22 February 2008 requirements for 
these assessment memorandums. I have explained that I cannot establish a level of risk without 
measurements. Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be characterized? Since any 
noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be characterized? How do 
you document this? How will it be measured? Since these prohibitions have not been lifted, how 
can I do otherwise? 

( 3) In Note. "Perhaps tlris is a so wee of cmifusion fu1 you. Occupational ex:poswe 
- -·-- · -· -·--··· sampling·(i:e:· sampling· to determine-the-8-hour--'fWA-of·an·eKposure}-tb.at;you reeornmend. is to . 
-----ee-suemitted-through-the-IH-Il!.-and-appreved-befere.it-is-per:f<:>rmed...Howe:v.er, during_thes"'---

workplace assessments, direct-reading measurements are a rudimentary IH necessity for making 
your assessment. How else would we determine if there were the potential for an over-exposure? 
These measurements need to be taken and included within the workplace assessment reports." 

a) This is the first time my supervisor has suggested that any samples of any kind would 
be taken. Since any air samples are prohibited, what is to be characterized? Since any noise, 
ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be characterized? How do you 
document this? How will it be measured? Since these prohibitions have not been lifted, how can -
I do otherwise? 

b) Since I was the one that specifically asked about measurement during the IPS and Mr. 
Bentley's visit and ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE PROHIBITED BY MY SUPERVISOR, I 
want to know what I am allowed to do and what I am not allowed to still do. Since this is a 
radical change in my job, differs from my IPS and is dealing with issues greater than this rating 
period, I require further written guidance to understand the limits. Are we going to comply with 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1000-.1055? In speaking, I understand from my Supervisor that I am to not 
order supplies to do even spot testing, so what are all the types and kinds of testing is being 
allowed? 
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h. Stressors. 

1) "The language and syntax of this section is extremely important in clearly and concisely 
articulating the workplace hazards and recommendations for handling of these hazards." These 
were written IA W M~example provided to me by my supervisor. What is not clear? 
What is not concise? How does this not conflict with your paragraph 3.b.2) where you require 
items be identified, listed, etc? No examples have been provided or shown as to what this issue is 
about. I require further written guidance to understand the limits. 

2) "This is the section of the report where direct-reading measurements would be 
presented in some kind of a table, and referenced and discussed in the bullets pertaining to the 
findi~nce I was the one that specifically asked about measurement during the IPS and 
Mr.-visit and ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE PROHIBITED BY MY SUPERVISOR, I 
want to know what I am allowed to do and what I am not allowed to still do. Since this is a 
radical change in my job, differs from my IPS and is dealing with issues greater than this rating 

eriod I re uire further written ·dance to understand the limits. Are we going to comply with 

3) "Photos and sketches of the physical layout of the bu~uld also be included in 
this section where appropriate." These were written IA W Mr.-example provided to me 
by my supervisor. No such photos and sketches of the physical layout of the building were 
included. How is this wanted? What is "appropriate"? 

4) "If a potential chemical hazard were identified during the survey, it should be stated 
whether or not it needs to be assessed based on frequency of work, professional judgment, etc." 
Since I was the one that specifically asked about measurement during the IPS and Mr.
visit and ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE PROHIBITED BY MY SUPERVISOR, I want to know 
what I am allowed to do and what I am not allowed to still do. Since this is a radical change in 
my job, differs from my IPS and is dealing with issues greater than this rating period, I require 
further written guidance to understand the limits. Are we going to comply with OSHA 29 CFR 
1910.1000-.1055? In speaking, I understand from my Supervisor that I am to not order supplies 
to do even spot testing, so what are all the types and kinds of testing is being allowed? Since I 
am not to list all the chemicals found, how is this to be done? Since several of these workplaces 
do not have either a chemical inventory or MSDSs, how can this be done? 
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i. Miscellaneous. 

1) "In section 5 .a (Assessment), listing the individual tasks involved in performing the 
workplace assessment (5.al-5) does not need to~ to the customer as it adds un-needed 
bulk to the report." These were written IA W MriiiiBIIIIIIIBexample provided to me by my 
supervisor and this includes the limits of the assessment. This is going to be included because 
these are not IH Surveys and I do not want them to be confused as such. Why would my 
supervisor want to remove clarity from the assessment memo? 

2) "Don't become over-zealous with the "cut-and-paste" feature of Microsoft Word." 
Since these Assessment Reports are to be written in the same format, style as per Mr.
example provided to me by my supervisor- why would that be radically different from each 
other? Since they are similar offices doing similar things, why would the memos be different? 

j. Suspenses- "It is the end of May 2008 and while we are moving slowly forward, we still 
have nothing tangible to show for our efforts in the way of reports" 

---------ilH).-''Fhis-i.s-not-faetually-eorreet-:-Hle asses:m'lefits-were-peff0fffle4--with-my-supem;;oFs--
---:guidanc~and sinGe-tl±iS-wanted-Ghange&-ar.e-a-radical-Ghange-ill-rn;y..ptesccibedjob,-di.ffers..fr.oill--

my IPS and is dealing with issues greater than this rating period and these reports were written 
IA W Mr. -example provided to me by my supervisor, I require further written guidance 
to understand the limits and changes to my job. 

2) I was fmally provided an example of the written assessment on 22 May 2008. I was 
off for the holiday from 23 May 2008 through 27 May 2008. They were written IA W Mr. 
~xample provided to me by my supervisor and provided to my supervisor on the 28, 29 
and 30 May 2008. This is well within the 5 work day suspense required of me. 

k. Other Business- Customer Service Requests. Please reread my IPS. None of these so 
called 'requirements' are identified in my IPS or are they included in the IH Priorities or 
counseling. I require further written guidance to understand the limits and changes to my job. 
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MCXN-PM ( 40-5f) 31 May 2008 
SUBECT: Questions Unanswered from February 2008 Tbrough May 2008 

38. POC is Mr. Karl Gibson, Industrial Hygienist and Industrial Hygiene Program Manager atll 

Received by: 

(Stgnature) 

I ~i!l ~~un!!-

J:{fz~ 
KARL L. GillSON 
GS-11, Industrial Hygienist 
USAMEDDAC 

(Pnnted Name) (Date) 

:J. 5""'- ~ 0 '0 I /,._. f A< r < .{;. <<J ./, "'') ~ _,; '. 

~ .. u-:d:L 





Exhibit 19 -KG Exhibit # 34 



Memorandum For Record 23 June 2008 

Subject: Counseling with 23 June 2008 

1. On 23 June 2008, a visible upset LT-cal!ed me into his office without warning. I 
asked L T-what the meeting was about. L T-refused to respond to me to let me 
know what the meeting was about. 

2. Concerned for my safety, I requested a witness. LT-refused my request. 
began yelling at me and reading a document. L ~was so upset that I could not 
understand what he was saying, but he appeared to be threatening me. I read my Weingarten 
Rights. LT-refused to allow me a Union witness. After some more threats, LT .. 
shouted that I would be held accountable to follow the documents that he was trying to read. 

3. I requested a copy of the documents so I could read them and us to have a meeting later when 
he had calmed down. While cursing me, he ordered me out of his office. 

4. I have not received these documents. 

{.; 5. POC is the undersigned 

___ ... _ .. ______________ .. ______________________ ~ ~ 

Karl Gibson 
GS-11, Industrial Hygienist 
USAMEDDAC 

Received By ----------- Date---------





Exhibit 19- KG Exhibit# 35 



Gibson, Karl L MAHC 

Gibson, Karl L MAHC £'From: 
"=/!nt: 

{o: 
2008 7:39AM 

Cc:. 

Subject: 
Signed By: 

Attachments: MFR Question 30 June 2008.doc 

MFR Question 30 
June 2008.doc 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Hello LT 11!1111111. 
As I have requested before and I have received no guidance from you, I 
request written clarity for this e-mail. 

I have attached my written document and have placed a signed copy on your 
~ ' 1esk. I request you sign receipt acknowledgement and return a copy to me. 

Vrl Gibson 

Messare--~~; MAHC 

June 26, 2008 2:14 PM 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Karl, 

Now that the Eisenring Deposition is out of the way, your computer is up and 
running, and your equipment has been returned to you, I am reinstating the 
suspense for the completion of your IH reports from the counselings "Failure 
to Correct Industrial Hygiene Reports in Compliance with Guidance'' and 
"Failure to Produce Industrial Hygiene Reports in Compliance with Guidance" 
that you wer.e presented with on 23 JON 08. 

You have until close-of-business 01 JUL 08 to resubmit the Building 77, 275, 
43, and 80 reports in accordance with the specific guidance of 30 MAY 08 
counseling. 

t, MS 
ironmental Science Officer 

uepartment of Preventive Medicine 
Munson Army Health Center 
Officellllilllllllllll 

1 
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Fax 913-684-6534 

-----Original 
Gibson, 
Monday, 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

He 11 o 111111111111111111111111111. 

All my IH equipment that could be used to perform the testing you now want 
done is either with SSG Ealim for Great Plains• USDB survey or waiting to go 
to calibration (the calibration is void due to being past due to the Summer 
calibration & should have left in early May 2008). 

Therefore testing is unable to be performed until equipment is returned. 

As I understand from the 3 June 2008 e-mail from , Chief Steward, 
there is a first meeting with management on this issue in regards to 
managements recent actions of making a change in the working condition 
environment as they relate to Mr. Karl Gibson duties on June 26, 2008 at 
1300. 

Karl Gibson c 
1LT MAHC 

oent: , 2008 9:10 AM 
To: Gibson, Karl L MARC 
Subject: RE: IH Equipment You Wanted (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

We should have the equipment back by the end of the week. 

1LT, MS 
Environmental Science Officer 
Department of Preventive Medicine 

Center 

-----Original Message----
From: Gibson, Karl L V~HC 

Subject: IH 

()

ssification: 
eats: NONE 

lo 

UNCLASSIFIED 

:14 AM -----(UNCLASSIFIED) 

SSG ... signed for the IH equipment that was on your list on a DA 3161. 
There is about $22,000. worth of equipment that he has. 

2 
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There is only one light meter, because the other one's calibration voids on 
21 June 2008. 

~ understand that you and SSG with the Commander's approval will be 
~sponsible if any of the equipment is damaged or destroyed. 

When will the equipment be returned? 

Karl Gibson 
Industrial Hygienist 
IH Program Manager 
USA MEDDAC 
~~~~~ore Ave, Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027 

fax (913) 684-6534 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

~eking: Recipient Delivery 

Delivered: 6/30/2006 7:39AM 

Delivered: 6130/2008 7:39AM 

Delivered: 6/30/2008 7:39 AM 

Delivered: 6/30/2008 7:39AM 

3 
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REPLY TO 
ATTENTlON OF 

MCXN'-PM (40-5f) 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY 

550 POPE AVENUE 
FORT LEAVENWORTH Ks 66027-2332 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

30 June2008 

SUBJECT: Request For Clarity From Email Subject: IH Equipment & Testing You Want from 
LT-On 26 June 2008 

l. In LT-email on 26 June 2008, he stated that my "computer is up and running". To· 
this date I am still experiencing the following difficulties with my computer: Others who log in 

editing my H-drive files as found on 23 June 2008 and I was denied access to 
my own H drive, 18 different equipment program files are needed to be reloaded, my e-mail 
archives are missing and form flow and other like programs are missing. IMD spent most of 
Friday afternoon trying to find and fix these problems. I am waiting on !MD to fix them. I 
request to know who has access to my H drive and who was modifying my files. 

- you". As of the writing of this document at 07300 hrs on 30 June 2008, none ofthe.equipment 
. ···--·--··--tlilifliSSoeenlland.recefpted·roroy SSG·- and·oy L~ meliii86een returned.fo·-·-··· 

me. Once returned, I will still need to ensure they the equipment is in proper working condition. 

3. In L T-email on 26 June 2008, he stated that "you are reinstating the suspense for the 
completion of your IH reports from the 23 June 2008 counseling". At this meeting, I requested a 
witness to this event and you refused. At this meeting, I read my Weingarten Rights and you 
refused to allow me a Union Representative and you declared that I would be held accountable to 
follow these documents. I do not have, nor have you provided me with copies of either document 
that you refer to. 

4. I want to be able to do my Industrial Hygiene job, but I am unclear as to what I am permitted 
to do as a result of the written prohibitions put in place by L--As I have requested 
before, L Talilllttas refused to provide written clarity as to what am I allowed to do. LT -has repeatedly stated that all testing, measuring and sampling are prohibited. When told 
to do testing - I have requested written clarity concerning what testing, measuring or sampling 
that I am permitted to perform. Management has held to a steadfast refusal to provide me written 
guidance, or alternate instructions that allow me to conduct testing. Again, I request written 
clarity concerning what I am prohibited from testing, measuring, or sampling? 

5. Why? 
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MCXN-PM (40-5f) 30 June 2008 
SUBJECT: Request For Clarity From Email Subject: IH Equipment & Testing You Want from 
L~On 26 June 2008 

a. According to the MFR SUBJECT: Deferment of Indoor Air Quality and Occupational 
Exposure Testing dated 28 August 2007, Karl Gibson is prohibited from testing, measuring, or 
sampling anything. When given orders to do unspecified testing by my supervisor, I have 
repeatedly asked (to include at the 23 June 2008 counseling) if this 28 August 2007 written order 
had been lifted. L T-has always stated "No, it has not been lifted." 

b. According to MFR SUBJECT Individual Performance Standards for Karl Gibson dated 10 
January 2008, it lists 6 things that these "assessments" are to include. It does not include any 
testing, measuring, or sampling during these "assessments". I have repeatedly asked (to include 
at the 23 June 2008 counseling) if my IPS have changed. L ~says the IPS has not been 
changed. Management has hot specified what an assessment is or the authority for under what 
circumstances an "Assessment" is to be conducted. DA PAM 40-503 clearly defmes that IH 
surveys will be conducted - but does not cover "walk-tbrus'' or "assessments." If some other 
authority exists that precludes surveys in lieu of an "assessment", these standards have not been 
brought to my attention. 

c. According to the second meeting conc_erning the IPS for Karl Gibson conducted with Mr. ·--------· 
Bentley( on the phone), L ~and Karl Gibson on 15 2008 and the minutes in 
MFR SUBJECT: Initial Counseling of Karl Gibson #2 on 15 January 2008, 
dated 15 January 2008, I record from both L "I am prohibited from 
doing any survey air sampling for monitoring employee doing ventilation 
measurements, or any other measurements (i.e. Light, noise, etc.)" I have repeatedly asked (to 
include at the 23 June 2008 counseling) if these prohibitions have changed. LT Derivan says they 
have not. 

d. According to LT Derivan's 13 Feb 2008 e-mail SUBJECT: GPRMC Visit 19-22 Feb 2008, 
to inform me of the upcoming visit from Mr. Scott Bentley. LT-tasked me to "use this 
time with~sely and efficiently." I prepared additional questions for IPS to ask both LT 
-and ~during this visit. 

e. According to the MFR SUBJECT: Additional Questions on IPS Feb 2008, dated 15 
February 2008, I asked in paragraph 2.a.l) "What kind of surveys are these to be? Since air 
samples are prohibited? Since noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited?" I have 
repeatedly asked (to include at the 23 June 2008 counseling) if this prohibitions have changed. 
LT-says the prohibitions have not been lifted. 



MCXN-PM (40-Sf) 30 June 2008 
SUBJECT: Request For Clarity From Email Subject: IH Equipment & Testing You Want from 
L~On 26 June 2008 

f. According to the visit and minutes recorded in IH Work Log for 19-22 Feb 2008 and sent to 
L T-on 22 February 2008, For Walk Thurs and Assessments: "I am prohibited fr9m 
doing any survey air sampling for monitoring employee exposures, doing ventilation 
measurements, or any other measurements (i.e. Light, noise, etc.)" I have repeatedly asked (to 
include at the 23 June 2008 counseling) if this prohibitions have changed. L ~says the 
prohibitions have not been lifted. 

g. According to the MFR SUBJECT: 30 Day Performance Counseling for Karl Gibson, dated 
25 February 2008. It documents that "there were no IH hazard assessment surveys conducted 
during this time period" and it was "NOT RATED". I asked LT-what was successful and 
what would reflect excellence? LT-reminded me that "Everything is subjective." I stated 
that that is not my understanding of the TAPES and I asked under what authority or standard did 
LT-find this? L~had provided no response. 

h. On 4 April2008 in the emailed IH Work Log 31 March to 4 April2008, I provided LT 
~Elmft IH WerlE Plaee Assessment Feffil. Oa the first jlage, it ele!!Fly states whet the 

assessment would cover: ------------- "-'--"':.;_ __ -----------

"IH hazard assessment on buildings on Fort Leavenworth IA W "IH Project priority List": 
(a) Document all chemicals used 
(b) Interview= or> 30% of occupants to determine need for testirlg 
(c) Document physical layout of building (include ftre exits, storage of chemicals, and supplies 
(d) Document any biological concerns within each building 
(e) A visual inspection of work place to determine other potential hazards (do photo index of 
surveyed buildings) 
(f) Document each ergonomic hazards inherent to each activity_ 
(g) Ail above information will be placed in DOEHRS-IH by the end of each month surveyed. 
(h) No sampling or measurement of hazards will be conducted." 

i. On 23 April 2008, I received verbal changes to the "IH Work Place Assessment Form". None 
. of these verbal changes changed L T-prohibition from doing any survey air sampling 
for monitoring employee exposures, doing ventilation measurements, or any other measurements 
(i.e. Light, noise, etc.). 

j. On 9 May 2008, LTIIIIIIIIIIIII>rovided me a copy of a chart called "response to the question 
(s) presented by Mr. Gibson on 22 February 2008 requesting clarification to the IPS". On page 2 
(not labeled as such), the question from Mr. Gibson Additional Questions MFR was "What kind 
of surveys are these to be? Since air samples are prohibited? Since noise, ventilation or other 
measurements are prohibited?" The answer was left blank. I have not been presented with any 
instructions, whereby, LT-has lifted any testing, measuring or sampling prohibitions. 
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MCXN-PM (40-Sf) 30 June 2008 
SUBJECT: Request For Clarity From Email Subject: IH Equipment & Testing You Want from 
LT-On 26 June 2008 

k. According to the MFR SUBJECT: Update to Individual Performance Standards dated 19 
May 2008 and provided to Karl Gibson on 20 May 2008, the document does not state anything 
about assessments or lifting LT-prohibition ji'om doing any survey air sampling for 
monitoring employee exposures, doing ventilation measurements, or any other measurements 
(i.e. Light, noise, etc.)" I have repeatedly asked (to include at the 23 June 2008 counseling) if 
these prohibitions have changed. L T-says they have not. I asked without testing, how do 
samples come about and what was the purpose for paragraph 4 which states: "Sample Log
From this point forward, all samples that are collected will be tracked in a i?llffiple log for ease of 
information retrieval. An example of this log will be forwarded to you through email." I asked 
LT-ifthis meant that LT-prohibition from doing any survey air sampling for 
monitoring employee exposures, doing ventilation measurements, or any other measurements 
(i.e. Light, noise, etc.) was changing?" LT-says the prohibitions have not been lifted. 

I. According to the MFR SUBJECT: Performance Counseling Regarding Industrial Hygiene 
Workplace Assessments and Reports dated 30 May 2008, paragraph 3.c.2) states: 

I) This was a major change to the previous direction given by LT-
2) I asked what he really meant by this? I requested written clarity concerning what 

testing, mea$Urlng or sampli~ermitted to perform? What am I prohibited from testing, 
measuring, or sampling? LT-has refused to provide written clarity of what he wants. 

m. On 4 June 2008, I emailed to L T-a MFR with questions concerning MFR 
SUBJECT: Performance Counseling Regarding Industrial Hygiene Workplace Assessments and 
Reports dated 30 May 2008. 

1) On page 2, paragraph b. Operations: 3) I wrote: 
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MCXN-PM (40-5f) 30 June 2008 
SUBJECT: Request For Clarity From Email Subject: IH Equipment & Testing You Want from 
LT~n 26 June 2008 

"3) In Note: "Perhaps this is a source of confusion for you. Occupational exposure sampling 
(i.e. sampling to determine the 8 hour TWA of an exposure) that you recommend is to be 
submitted through the !HIP and approved before it is performed. However, during these 
workplace assessments, direct-reading measurements are a rudimentary IH necessity for making 
your assessment. How else would we determine if there were the potential for an over-exposure? 
These measurements need to be taken and included within the workplace assessment reports." 

a) This is the first time my supervisor has suggested that any samples or measurements of 
any kind would be taken. Since any air samples aie prohibited, what is to be characterized? 
Since any noise, ventilation or other measurements are prohibited, what is to be characterized? 
How do you document this? How will it be measured? Since these prohibitions have not been 
lifted, how can I do otherwise? 

b) Since I was the one that specifically asked about measurement during the IPS and Mr. 
Bentley's visit and ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE PROHIBITED BY MY SUPERVISOR, I 
want to know what I am allowed to do and what I am not allowed to still do .. Since the testing 
prohibitions are a radical change in my job, and they differs from my IPS and these changes deal 
wvitJ, iss•ms grs ater than this rating period, onr:J I reQ:Jtire--fflrtber vnitten::guidaneC to tJAderstand 

the limits. Are we going to comply with OSHA 29 CFR 1910 regulations? In speakingjo my_ __ _ 
Supervisor, his guidance is that I am not order supplies or to even do 'spot' or grab testing. So 
what are all the types and kinds of testing I'm allowed to do? What has changed since the 28 
August 2007 MFR SUBJECT: Deferment of Indoor Air Quality and Occupational Exposure 
Testing was published? Am I allowed to perform my job IA W my job description? This calls for· 
me to "Plan and executes on-site studies and surveys covering the full range of occupational 
operations at Fort Leavenworth, the U. S. Disciplinary Barracks, and the Fort Leavenworth 
Health Services area. Coordinates and schedules surveys with the appropriate activity/facility. 
Collects, or supervises the collection of various samples which may involve exposure to a variety 
of potential hazards requiring the use of PPE & C.~ If not, I require further written guidance to 
understand the limits. Am I allowed to do IH surveys IA W OSHA Technical Manual (OTM) 
TED 01-00-015? Use NIOSH manual of Analytical Methods? Am I allowed to follow OSHA 
Guidance. on Biological Agents? Am I allowed to follow OSHA Guidance on Direct-Reading 
Instruments? Am I allowed to follow OSHA Guidance about Indoor Air Quality? Am I allowed 
to follow OSHA Guidance for Noise and Hearing Conservation? Am I allowed to follow EPA 
Guidance on Ventilation and Air Quality in Offices? Am I allowed to follow OSHA Sampling 
and Analytical Methods and Sampling Survey Protocol? Am I allowed to follow SKC Guide to 
OSHA/NIOSHIASTM Air Sampling Methods? Am I allowed to follow OSHA Sampling and 
Analysis Standards? Am I allowed to follow OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1 000? For Ceiling Values, if 
instantaneous monitoring is not feasible, then the ceiling shall be assessed as a 15 minute TWA 
exposure. For 8-hour TWA, employee's exposure to any substance will be measure and insure 
Table Z-1limits for Air Contaminants are complied with. Am I allowed to follow OSHA 29 
CFR 1910.1001 Asbestos standard to include paragraph (d)? Am I allowed to follow OSHA 29 
CFR 1910.1027 Cadmium standard to include paragraph (d)? Am I allowed to follow the other 
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MCXN-PM (40-5f) 30 June 2008 
SUBJECT: Request For Clarity From Email Subject: IH Equipment & Testing You Want from 
LT~n 26 June 2008 

specific OSHA 29 CFR 1910 chemical specific standards? Am I allowed to follow OSHA 29 
CFR 1910.252 to include paragraph (c) Health protection and ventilation? Am I allowed to 
follow AR 385-10? Am I allowed to follow AR 40-5? Am I allowed to follow DA PAM 40-11 to 
include paragraphs 4-14,4-15, and 5-2? Am I allowed to follow DA PAM 40-501 to include 
paragraphs 4-1, 4-2, 4-4, 4-5, and Chapter 5? Am I allowed to follow DA PAM 40-503 to 
includeparagraphs l-8,4-4,4-5,4-8,4-9,4-10,4-12,4-14,4-15, 7-2,7-3,7-4,7-6,7-7,7-8,7-9, 
7-10, Appendix B, and Appendix D? Am I allowed to followDA PAM 40-506 to include 
paragraphs 3-7 and 5-3? Am I allowed to follow TG 040? Am I allowed to follow TG 141? 
Am I allowed to follow TG 181? Am I allowed to follow TG 278 to include Assessments 
Requiring Sampling paragraph? Am I allowed to follow IH SOP Personal Sampling For Air 
Contaminants and Quality Assurance? Am I allowed to follow IH SOP Noise Surveys and 
Hearing Conservation? Am I allowed to follow IH SOP Ventilation Survey Data? Am I to 
follow MFR SUBJECT: Performance Expectations for Karl Gibson dated 9 April 2007 but 
provided to me on 19 April 2007? Am I to follow any of the changes in my working conditions 
made from I 0 May 2007 through I August 2007?" 

2) I have received no response from LT-o my 4 June e-mail. 

6. I requested written clarity concerning what testing, measuring or sampl~rmitted to 
perform? What am I prohibited from testing, measuring, or sampling? LT~as refused to 
provide me this information. 

7. POC is the undersign. 

CC: 
AFGE 738 

. . 

• • ~I :. 

Karl Gibson 
Industrial Hygienist 
USAMEDDAC 

' 

Date 


